The SVD is familiar toipc in Linear Algebra and it is a powerful techinque in many matrix computations and analysis. This paper is a dicussion of the geometric structure of a matrix using SVD. In SVD matrix can be transformed from one vector space to another vector space. The SVD has fundamental importance in several differnet applications of Linear Algebra.
INTRODUCTION Singular value decomposition
For any × matrix A, the following decomposition always exist If rank of A is < ( , ) the SVD can represented in reduced form
This × matrix is the product of column vector and the transpose of column vector . It has rank.Thus A is weighted summation of r rank matrices
GEOMETRIC INTERPRETATION OF THE SVD
The SVD has a nice, simple geometric interpretation. It is very easy to draw in 2-Dimension. A rank deficient matrix is one whose range is a sub space of 3 so it maps the sphere to flat ellipse rather than ellipsoid. Here one of the singular value is zero, 3 is normal to the ellipse. Where
The above process is simplest but not fastest. The process is facts if the singular values are zero. If the matrix A is singular the this work.
How to solve
A is a × square matrix And rank of A is > The system will not have unique solution if * − is minimum * + − for any vector ∈ null (A) [Ab=0] This system is like over and in determined SVD we can solve easily.
First we define residual. Sum of the square of the residual is minimum by least square method. Now to minimize the SVD of A and if then transfer it by 
CONCLUSION
This paper discussed about geometric interpretation of SVD and solution of linear system with rank deficiency. This work can be extended to full rank of the matrix A and constructing least square problem.
